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ABSTRACT I 
1 
l 
1 
This report is concerned with the -time dependent deformational -j 
analysis of a clamped shallow dome by means of an analogous framework. The 
dome i.s subjected to axially symmetric pressures which can be varied in ti.me) 
and to constant temperatures which cause creep. 
The anaJ..ysis uses a Tresca type of steady creep law to determi.ne 
the creep flow conditions in the bars of the framework. Creep stral.ns are 
computed from the stresses in the bars) and vary in m.agni.tude and direction 
from one time interval to the next by ShanleyVs step-by-step procedure. The 
creep strai.ns introduced at the end of each time intervaJ.. disturb the equi.li-
bri.urn and conti.nuity conditions at the node points of the framework. These 
are re-established by means of a relaxation process which involves a physical 
adjustment scheme for the defl.ections and rotations at the node poi.nts. 
The procedure) as in the Cross moment distri.bution method for frame-
works) employs '-distribution) carry-over) and stiffness coeffici.ents) and has 
been programmed for the II.J.~IAC) the high speed digj.tal computer of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Numerical results for stresses and deflections at node 
points can be obtained at regular time intervals as the dome creeps. The 
results of some illustrative cases are summari.zed i.n a set of tables and some 
trends are indica:.ed graphically. 
1. 
I INTRODUCT.ION 
1. Object and Scope 
The investigation is concerned w:i.th the analysis by means of an analo-
gous framework of the deformation behavior as a function of time of a clamped 
shallow spherical shell of constant thickness subjected to rotationally symme-
trical pressures acting radially inward) and to hi.gh temperatures causing creep. 
For any given case the temperature is assumed to be constant throughout 
the shell and constant in time so that the effects of temperature induced strain 
rates can be considered to be negligible. Also the nature of the clamped edge 
is such that no stresses are introduced when the shell is heated to a giyen 
temperat.ure level. Since creep strains of the order of magnitude of 1 or 2 per 
cent are Qe .... eloped. in the structure under study) the effects of time dependent 
1 " ,.. al ..:J t 1- - l' . bl- r, 1 * P as"ClC ce:-.a':lcr are .- so assumeu. 0 ue neg 191. e i..-L-J. • Thus, in the analysis 
the effe::..=o of elastic and steady or seeondary creep strain rates alone are con-
sidered.. 1:-.E: e:'fects of transient or primary creep strai.n rates are classi.fied 
under t.ille ::..e;:e:1::'ern plasti.c behavior. 
J... :.::-C:.~:ical example of the type of strueture considered in this 
analysis ~ ~ ~_~.L::"'~ .... ::t, enci of the nose cone of a mi.ssiJ,e in supersonic. flight as 
i.t is s ~~ I.. t:'.:' :'f_": :=- rai.ially inward pressures and to high temperature or rapid 
creep o';er 0. ·_~::,e..,?a:: of only minutes. Actual pressure distri.butions and 
heating :E::::-.;Je:'E.: ZE:.:.i for thi.s type of struc.ture may be obtai.ned from a NASA 
Memoranc.:..:.::. .~:: C' v': peY' and Mayo., [2] 
P.:.&':- ::+_::..:: R~ tools s nch as variational methods are available for the 
solution of tte creep problem [:3]. However) the steady creep of thi.n .. walled 
structures still remains a problem of considerable analytical difficulty [4]. 
* Numbers i.n brackets refer to the References at the end of the text. 
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In view of these difficulties and also to make the problem more suitable for 
computer use) analysis by means of a substi.tute mechanism is suggested in order 
that the creep solution of the shell may be simplified. The mechanism which 
represents a shell with aPoisson~s ratio of zero was first proposed by Duberg 
in a recent interim report to the Air Force Special Weapons Center [5]. 
In an experimental investigation) Dorn [6] showed that for pure 
aluminum and its dilute solid-solution alloys at low stresses}. the high temper-
. n 
ature steady creep rate € is related to the cr by €~0. At high stresses the 
steady creep rate depended on a more complicated exponential function of a and 
the time t. In general" however" the first stress-strain relationship m~y be 
used to approximate the high temFerature creep behavior of metal at all stress 
levels. It was found to be particularly useful in column theory because it per-
mi tted accurate mathematical formulati.on [7]" [8]. 
Tables have been prepared by Dorn and Tietz [9] which give for a 
variety of aluminum alloys numerical values of constants which are pertinent to 
the power function relationship. Addi.ti.onal data may be obtained from a report 
prepared by Simmons and Cross for the ASTM-ASME Joint Commi.ttee on Effect of 
Temperature on the Properties of Metals [l.O]. 
The id.ea to approximate non-li.near stress-strain curves by a power 
function relationship is not new. One of the earli.er empirical stress-strain 
e~uations of this type that has proved to be of practical use to the structural 
engineer was the Ramberg-Osgood formul.a in p1.astici.ty [l.l]. Hoff [l2] and 
Od~vist [l3] extended the relationship to include the effects of creep strain 
rates in uniaxial and ml]~ tiaxi.al problems. 
McVetty was the first to plot the i.sochronous stress-strain diagrams 
for secondary or steady creep [14]. He suggested that this would be a very 
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useful way to present creep data. It was from this type of diagram that Shanley 
[15] postulated his engineering hypothesis in order that creep data obtained 
from constant uniaxial tensile stress tests may be generalized to creep problems 
which .are subjected to variable stresses. 
Because of the incompleteness of the experimental information on 
creep under multiaxial stress, the use of a simplified flow law seemed to be 
warranted at the present time ~ Wahl [16] has recently sugges ted a law which is 
related to the Tresca yield criterion of the theory of plasticity and the power 
function stress-strain relationship of uniaxial creep. The law greatly sim-
plified the analytical treatment of the creep of rotating disks. 
The purpose of this investigation is to develop a procedure of analysis 
which can be conveniently applied to shells with a large variety of parameters. 
This study involves the following two phases ~ the development of a numeric.al 
procedure that is suitable for use on a high speed digital computer, and the 
preparati.on of programs for the ILL lAC , the digital computer of the University 
of Illinois. 
The adopted method of analysi.s for the creep in domes is based on a 
mechanism which is fundamentally the same as that used by Duberg, but it differs 
in the way convergence for the iterative cycling of the deflections is obtained, 
and also in the way it is extended ~or solution of the creep prQblemo Duberg's 
mechanism was developed to handle the dynamic analysis of domes subjected to 
blast loads. The convergence of the solution of the deflections associated 
wi th the dynamic equilibrium of the mechanism at a certain instant of time was 
achieved by means of a cyclic integration procedure of the accelerations of 
concentrated maqses at panel pOints. The convergence of the creep displacement 
solutions of the mechanism which are obtained by a quasi-static relaxation 
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process of moments and thrusts at panel points is based essentially on a for-
ward finite difference approximation of the Newton-Raphson iteration process 
[17J. The simplified creep flow law as suggested by W~ together with Stanley l s 
engineering hypothesis are used to determine the creep behavior in terms of 
mul tiaxial stress resultants along top and bottom surfaces of the bar elements 
of the mechanism. 
A program has been developed for the ILLIAC) the high speed digital. 
computer of the University of Illinois) which handles the creep response of 
the shell subjected to radially inward directed pressures. The distri.bution 
shape of the rotationally symmetrical pressures along a meridian of the -shell 
may be varied in time) the restriction being that the variations are not 
excessive so that dynamic action may be neglected. The pressure variations on 
the shell are proposed to be introduced into the analysis in a stepwise manner 
in accordance with Shanley's engineering hypothesis regarding creep. An 
addi tional program has been developed whi.ch handles the elastic response of the 
shell only. It is very useful for the study of the elasti.c buckling phenomenon 
of the shell subjected to different rotational.ly symmetrical pressures. In 
their present form) these programs are restri.cted to shells wi.th clamped edges; 
however without mClcn difficulty they can be general.ized to include cases having 
edges of variable ~ixety. There are virtually no restrictions placed on the 
values of the pr..ysical properties of the metal.s used in the creep program) 
although a metal requiring a power constant in the stress-creep strain-rate 
relations hip of large magnitude" say 50 or 60) may requi.re a special. study of 
the problem of scaling the numbers used in the digital computer program. Some 
numerical solutions have been obtai.ned for various types of loadi.ng represen-
tati ve of the different cases the programs are capable of solving. The metal 
considered for these cases i.s 24s-T3 aluminum.at 6000 F. 
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The details of the method of analysis are discussed in Chapter 110 
A description of the computational procedure and general organization of the 
creep program is given in Chapter 1110 Chapter IV deals with the numerical 
solutions 0 
20 Notation 
The symbols are defined as they are first introduced in the analysis 0 
They are summarized here in alphabetical order for easy referenceo 
~ e. Jp 
d = thickness of a face sheet of a shell 0 
D Eh3/12 (1_v2 ) = flexural. rigidity per unit width of the homo-
geneous shell 0 
E = Young's modulus of elasticity of the metal 0 
Fe. = meridianal membrane force in panel jo 
J 
F - circumferential membrane force at joint j 0 
CPj 
~. = meridianal fixed -end membrane force in panel j 0 
J 
? = .circumferential fixed-end membrane force at joint j. 
CPj 
.6FF = meridianal Tlfixed-~ndu creep membrane force at panel jo e. 
J 
~ =: circumferential 9ifixed-endil creep membrane force at Joint jo 
CPj 
h = thickness of the homogeneQus shell 0 
H = distance between centers of the face sheets 0 
i -. suffix indicating the number of the iteration performed in 
the modified Newton-Raphson procedureo 
j = suffix indicating the joint or panel in consideration. 
~. = meridianal bending moments on the left. and 
J respectively:> of joint j 0 
M = circumferential bending moment at joint jo 
CPj 
right side J 
6 
~ j meridianal fixed-end moments on the left and right sides) respectively) of joint j. 
circumferential fixed-end moment at joint j 
<)~ 
j j 
meridianal nfixed-endR creep moments on the left and right 
sides) respectively) of joint j. 
circumferential "fixed-endn creep moment at joint j. 
n creep power constant. 
N number of meridianal beam segments. 
p normal pressure per uni.t area of shell. 
p 
2 (_R_) _ di . al f al P\4EiH - non- menSlon intensity 0 norm pressure on 
t.hE: 5hell. 
P. co~cent~ated applied radial force at joint j. 
J 
r = ~a~~al coordinate to any point in the shell. 
R ~a~~us of middle surface of the shell. 
R, ~esisting force at joint j. 
v 
R~ , . t' ft·· t 'f th l·th l'teratl'on ' :_:.~ :-e.:::..s lng orce a JOln J or e l.n 
'" . - ::.' ::.~ i~ :'~ed Newton-Raphson procedure. 
s -, u..... .• C ~:' :!=.e eCJ.uation of the v. Mises ellipse. 
':.- ~l :.;' ' .. :. _.' :ime in which creeping took place. 
_ ~, .... :'-::.:-... ;:,:--' time in which creeping took place. 
_ Co,,":': . .::.,:~ :ime in which the J.oads acted. 
m _~~'_t::-';a:. of time in whi.ch a certain loading configuration 
a..: :e'::, 
u meri d.anal dispJ.acement. 
o 
u meridianal displacement of the middle surface. 
u. meridianal displacement of joint j. 
J 
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V. radial shear force at joint j. 
J 
w radial displacement 
w. radial displacement of joint j . 
J 
w .. = radial displacement of jointj for the' ith iteration in the 
J) l modified Newton-Raphson procedure. 
x coordinate along the axis of a meridianal beam segment of 
length R69. 
z radial coordinate in the shell as measu~ed from the middle 
surface . 
.:. 
€ 
B 
B. 
J 
8. 
J 
v 
0" 
resultant strain rate vector of the principal strain rates. 
principal strain rates in the directions I and 2) respectively. 
strains in the meridianal and circumferential directions) 
respectively. 
middle surface strains in the meridianal and circumferential 
directions) respectively. 
incremental creep strains associated with an increment of 
time 6t in the top and bottom face sheets) respectively) in 
the meridi anal beam j. 
meridianal coordinate of the shell. 
meridianal coordinate of joint j. 
meriQianal coordinate of the midpoint of panel j. 
angle opening associated with the meridianal beam length RtB. 
creep constant. 
half angle opening of the shell. 
Poisson's ratio. 
resultant stress vector of the principal stresses. 
principal stresses in the directions I and 2) respectively. 
stresses in the meri.dianal and circumferential directions) 
respectively. 
a 
cr e,~ 
-T 
(J e .5 
J 
-T 
cr J 
cpo 
J 
T 
0" .. 
cp .' 
J 
0 
0 
cp 
-B 
°e. 
-B 
a 
J 
CP., 
B 
a 
l.' 
CPj 
=: 
8 
midd~e surface stresses in the ffieridianal and circumferential 
directions J respectivelyo 
average total stresses as determined from the total meridianal 
stresses due to bot.h bending and direct forces on the right 
and left side of joint j." in the top B...."1.d bottom face sheets:; 
respectively. 
total circumferential stresses due to both bending and direct 
forces at joint j5 in the top and bottom face sheetsy respectivelyo 
meridianal stresses due to bending on the left side of joint 
j in the top and bottom face sheets ;' respectively 0 
meridianal stresses due to bending on the right side of joint j 
in the t,op and bottom fac.e sheets.9 respectively. 
circurr.ferential stresses du·:; to bending at joint j in the top 
and bottom face sheetsJ, respectivel.yo 
meridianal stress due to direct forces in panel jo 
circ.l!!J.feren:'ial strese due to direct forcee at joint. j ~ 
cp = circumferential or longitudina.l. ccordinate of the shell 0 
60 circumferential ~~gle opening associated with the meridianal 
~e a.rr wid tn., Rs ine .LXpJ in +"~~e jth panel 0 
J 
l' ; !"o:a1:ion of joint j in the merid.ianal plane 0 
T:_.:. ~ l::.ve~'":igs.t.ion is part of 5. research program. on "Numerical. and 
Approximate ~e+.:t:cds ~f Stres~ Analysis" spcr~sored"by the Office of Naval 
Resea.rch, ::-'Jr::ra::-: N::nr 1834(03).:1 in the S't·ruc:tural Research Laboratory~ Depart-
IJ2ent of Civ:': Ecgineering of the University :;f Il.lin8iso This research program 
is under the general guidance of Dr 0 No Mo New:m.arky Head of the Department 0 
The inve stiga~.ion on ~he creep of shells ~wa.s under the direct supervision of 
Dr 0 JoE 0 DU-:'lerg from September 1958 to Ju:ne 19.59;, and under Dr 0 No Mo Newmark 
from June 1959 to June 196o., The autho:" expresses his sincere appreciation 
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and thanks to Drs. N. iM. Newmark) J.E. Duberg and W.J. Austin for their sug-
gestions and guidance in the course of this study. The author also wishes to 
express his sincere appreciation to the Office of Naval Research for having made 
this investigation possible 
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II. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
4. Statement of Problem 
The shell considered is shown in Fig. 1. It can be subjected to any 
type of varying external pressure which is symmetrical with respect to the axis 
of rotation of the shell. The edge of the shell is clamped in such a manner that 
no temperature stresses are developed and the induced strains are negligible. The 
shell is subjected to high temperatures which cause creep. Pressures can be 
varied intimej however) the pressure changes should be small since the effects of 
dynamics are not:breated in the analysis. Temperatures are held constant in time 
and are also held constant throughout the shell. This restriction rules out 
temperature induced stresses and strains. 
The method used in solving the creep behavior of shallow domes can be 
broken down into two distinct computational parts. The first is the elastic 
solution in which the dome is approximated by a mechanism which essentially follows 
the elastic behavior of shallow domes. T.he second) the creep solution) is a step-
by-step procedure by which deflections and corresponding stresses due to creeping 
of the material after each successive short time interval can be obtained. 
In the following descr.wtion of the method of analysis an attempt has 
been made to bring out and emphasize the physical significance of the steps in-
vol veda Assumptions made to simplify the analysis will also be indicated with 
each step. 
5. Theoretical Analysis of.Shallow Spherical Shells 
The differential equations for the symmetrical deformation of shallow 
domes were originally obtained by Chien [18]. The theory is based upon assumptions 
of small strains and ,a linear stress-strain. r,elationship. These equations can be 
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derived also from a variational principl.e. The potenti.alenergy of the shell 
is 
P.E. s .. 
l' <.J 
e .. dV + (PWdS 1.J (i.." 
S 
where s. . are the components of the stress tensor., e.. are the components of the lJ lJ 
strain tensor) w is the radial displacement~. and p i.s the external pressure) 
positive inward. See Fig. 1. 
The stress-strai.n relations for the rotati.onally syrnmetri.cal dome are 
s J.1 
s22 = 0- .-cp 
E. "\ 
~~2 \c + VEl 
J..~·v cp 
Bb 
where v is Poisson: s ratio) and E i.s YOllil..g: S modulus of eJ.astici ty. 
Let r be the radial distance to any poi.nt in the shell) and R the 
( 2) 
radius of the middle surface ~ For the case of spherical shelJ.s of small. curvature 
m.th small displacement.s) u w..d w., and J.etti.:Gg si.n e :: e and cos ::: 1) the non-
li.near strain. ciisplacement relations for rotationally symmetric deformati.ons in a 
spherical coorQinate system ~e) ~) r} are 
1 w 
w) J./2 " e) 2 Ee ;"ue - + \rJ r 
1 ;U 
w) E 
"e" -cp r 
where subscripts on u and w denote di.fferent.iatioE 0 
In 'thin shell theory the followi.ng assumptions are ID(3.de i.n connection 
wi.th the distribution of the displacements through the thickness of the shell) 
u 
o 
u 
o 
w 
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where uo and.wo are the displacements of the middle surface) and z = H-r. 
Substi.tuting Eqs. (2)) (3}., and (4 J into Eg. (1)) and performing the 
z and \p integration) the potenti.al energy may be written as 
( 5} 
() 0 
where €e and €cp are the strai.ns on the mi.ddle surface, A lS the half angle 
opening of' the shell) and h the thickness of the shell. 
Setting the fi.rst var:i..ation of Eq. \.5) equal. to zero results in the 
following two nonlinear equat:i..ons of equ:i..libr:i..um. 
( ~) 
D {~d r .. d (1 I'd r -11, l1 + ~ ~ e·: -,~ ~ 1---· ew ) J ) . 4 .de L "dB I e de' . e" 1 R -.... ....l .J./ 
In addition to yield:i..ng Eqs 0 (6)) the var:i..ati.onal problem gives the 
following boundary conditions 
-, A 
+ D (ewee + VWe J 6w I ;!+ e.J 0 o 
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ECls. (6) are two equations with three unknO"WIlS 0~) cr;) and w. It i.s 
also necessary that the compatibility eCluation for the :m.i.ddl.e surface i.s satis-
fied. Tbis third eCluation can be obtained by eliminati.ng u from Egs. (3) for 
z = O. Thus 
o (8} 
The various components of the eCluilibrium eCluati.ons, Eqs. (6) can be 
i.nterpreted in physical terms. The first of EClS. (6} states that the totaJ. 
radi.al component of the circumferential. force shoul,d be in equi.librium wi. th the 
rate of change of the total radial component of the force in the meridianal di-
rection. The second states that the normal load should be in eCluilibrium m.th 
(1) the chw...ge in shear due to bending in the meridianal plane., (2) the normal 
or radial cor:pcnen:. of the membrane forces in the undeflected shape of the shell.) 
and ~3) l.he ai.i.: :.:cnal normal component of the meridianaJ. membrane forces whi.ch 
is developec. · .. ·r.e:-. :.te shell :i.s deflected. By neglecting the effect of Poisson! s 
ratio a r:1ec r.=':.'::'~::. .::.~ construct.ed which behaves accord:i.ng to these four bas:i,c 
act.ions. ':'~.:- ::'·_~':,3.:~:~m obeys the boundary conditions) ECl. (7). They are simply; 
at e = c. '" :..".-
o 
G a.lJ.d at e = A) we = 0) w = 0) u = O. The compatibil:i.ty 
eCluatior:. :::- :" :. .... :: __ ~ ~t; s~:'face) Eq. (8) is automati.cal,ly satisfied si.nce aJ.l the 
Cluan ti tie ~_: ',:.' ::.', : :~~:-.:;, sm will be expressed exp1ic j,tly in terms of the radial 
deflect:ic:-.. '",. 
S::.~··, :':.'. L'L:::-:::.e:.ry and the loading of the shell are symmetrical wi.th 
respect to tr.E: :-::c. :::'onal axis ) it is suff:i.cient to investigate only a typical 
wedge of the QOr::le. It is assumed that the wedge consi,sts of a number of tapered 
beallls of constant depth and varying width as shown i.n Fig. 2 < Thi.s wedge is fixed 
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along i.ts bottom edge) and while i.tsapex is allowed to translate radl.ally" i.t 
is not permitted to rotate and translate meridianal.ly. 
In Fig. 1 the spherical. coordinates are depicted. Arrowheads i.ndi.cate 
the positive directions of the meridianal. coordinate 8) the longitudinal. or cir-
cumferential. coordinate q» and -the radial. coordinate z) the meridj,anal. dis-
placement u) the radial. displacement w" and the) normal pressure p. In Fi.g. 2) 
the numbering of the ~joints and panels are shown. 
opening to the midpoint of panel j; coordinate G. 
J 
The coordinate B. 1.S the angle 
J 
l.s the angle opening to joint 
j. The joints are numbered 0) 1) 2 to N from the apex on down in the posit1.ve 
direction of e. Similarly" the panels are numbered 0) 1) 2 to N-l i.n the posi-
tive direction of 8. 
On account of the non-li.neari ty of the creep stress-stra:i.n rate re-
l.ationships" an important simplication i.n the analysis is made by assuming that 
the total stress resultants due to bending and di.rect forces are carri.ed along 
the top and bottom boundaries of the beams. Thi.s permits the di.rect addi ti.on of 
linear el.astic stresses with nonlinear creep stresses. Fig. 3 shows one of the 
meridi anal beams with stress resul. tants bel.ng transmitted across the boundaries 
or face sheets. Arrow heads indicate posi ti ve d.i.rections. The beams have a 
light weighT, core of constant thickness H-d between two face sheets of a given. 
material of thicl:"'1ess d. The material. obeys a non-linear creep law wh1.ch will. 
be discusseci in a subse~uent section. The radial shear 1.S supposed to be carried 
completely by the core. 
The sanc.:w-J.ch beams of a typical wedge form the baslc components of 
meridianal resistance against loading of the shell; the ci.rcumferential,xe-· 
sistance against loading may be visual1.zed as a system of torsion and extension 
springs fastened to the node points at one end and to a fixed ground position 
at the other. The interaction between the individual wedges can be li.kened to 
the behavior of springs acting at node points) si.nce the deformation of the 
shell are assumed to be symmetrical about the axis of rctatiorlo The merid.ianal 
beams act as if they are placed over continuous supports at the junctions. These 
beams resi.st the rotations and translations of the supports as these supports are 
adjusted in order to reach e~uilibrium. The combi.ned action of the meri.dianal 
beams ana. the springs at the joints approximates then the behavi.or of a spheri.cal. 
shell. 
The tapered merid~anal. beam of length R68 is the basic element in the 
mechanisrr:. At the junction or node point of each of the beams a conc.entrated 
radial force P is applied which is resisted by membrane forces Fe and moments Me 
in the 8ea=s. a~~ membrane forces ~F~and moments ~M~ in the springs 0 .4pF. and 
cp 
6:r;M aY'~ -_t~e 2o:::ponents along a meridi.an of the forces in the circumferential 
.. cp 
directic:-.. Fo:-ces F and M may be visualized as acting in circumferential beams. 
q> cp 
The to:-.:::~.::-. e:..::-:.:.. extension springs represent the action of the components of these 
forces e.:...::.,:-.-= [;. ::e:-idan. The magnitude of the external force P is the product 
of the ;:~E-=':: '~:-e a:::...:.. :,he area of the shel.l surface of half a beam above and below 
a junct,:c:-.. :-Le ::rcumferenti.al forces and moments are concentrated in a similar 
fashio=-::. 
"P ~e;> . ... ar~ci S show the membrane forces) the moments, and the shears 
which ac: f:. E:lec.ent. The arrowhead. indi.catesthe posi.tive directions of these 
~uanti t,:;'e.::, . -:.:'r.e .::::'g:l convention is as follows. The normal loads are positive if 
they ac t raiially inward. Membrane forces are posi ti ve if they produce tensl.on 
16 
in the beams 0 Moments' in the beams are POE}. ti ve if they produce tension in. the top 
fiber. M:Jments about the joints are positive if they act in.a counterc1ock-
wise direction. Shears are positive if they cause a counterclockwise rotation 
of the beams. 
In Fig. 4 the meridianal membrane force Fe and Fe . are shown as 
j-l J 
they act on the jth joint. Rather than to act tangent to the middle surface of 
the original shell) the forces are assumed to act along a strai.ght line between 
the deflected joints. The rotations of the lines of action of the forces with 
respect to the normal to the radius R at Joint j c.an be computed from the radial. 
deflections of the joints j+~ and j-l. (See Eq. 19) 
The method used to find the elas tic response of the shell to loading i.s 
based on a physical relaxation process of the membrane forces and the moments at 
the joints until equilibrium is reached. For this procedure so-called nfixed-
endD forces and moments are established in terms of the r.Eidial deflec.ti.ons w. 
J 
at the joints. Stiffness factors of the beams and the spri.ngs are obtained by 
considering unit translations and rotations of the joints. Carry-over fac.tors 
of the membrane forces from the relaxed end to the fixed end of the beams are 
assumed to be unity; those of the moments as minus one-half since small beam 
elements are considered. 
7. Tresca Type of Steady Creep Law 
It is assumed in the followi.ng that the princ.ipal axes of the strai.n 
rates coincide at all times with those of the stresses. It is further assumed 
that during creep flow the yield hexagon remains centered at the origin and merely 
changes in size. 
The Kirchoff-Love assumption .states that normals to the undeformed 
mi.ddle surface of a thin shel~ remain straight) normal.) and inextensi.onal under 
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deformation) so that the state of stress in a thin shell can be assumed to be 
essentially two-dimensional. For plane stress the steady creep behavior l.s most 
conveniently di.scussed in terms of a rectangular coordinate syst.em (see Figs. 6 
and 7)) where the principal stresses crl and G2 are used as the coordinateso 
In Fig. 6) an arbitrary state of plane stress represented by a point 
Q is shown. The vector € l.s plotted at Q. The components of € are the principal. 
strain rates E:l and E:2 produced by crl andcr 2) respecti vel.y. The creep law for 
the state of plane stress requires that the vector E l.s normal to the v. Mises 
ellipse. The magnitude of the strain-rate vector is speci.fl.ed by the equation 
-o 
€ = f(oJg(t}S 
.0 
where the function f(cr)g(t) can be determined from uni.axl.al creep rate tests 
[19]) and where Scan be determined by the equation for the v. Mises el.1ipse) 
o 
(10) 
The quadratic terms in Eqs. (9) and (10) consti.tute a source of diffl.-
culty in the solution of most problems in plasticity and creep. Prager [20] and 
Koi ter [21] handled this difficul.ty by approximating the v. .Mi.ses ellipse by a 
polygon. 
In this study such an approximatl.on was appli.ed to the sol.utl.on of the 
creep deformation of spherical shell.s. This approximation l.s better known as 
the Tresca hexagon. 
Fig. 7 shows the Tresca hexagon passl.ng through the stress point Q. 
The stress parameter S now defines the size of the hexagon., and is related to 
o 
the state of stress by the following 
S = max. (I,.,. - (} ! 
o ·'-'1 2 
I ,-;. ;1' ~ 
''-'2' (, (11.) 
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As in the case of the v. Mises :flow condi t1.on) the directi.on of the 
strain rate vector of the Tresca flow polygon is also normal to the boundaries. 
For instance) for a state of stress represented by the point Q in Fi.g. 7 the 
strain rate vector is normal to the side AB. 
As in .Eq. (9) the magnitude of the strain rate vector is also de-
termined by 
-cr (1.2) 
where f( 0") g( t) is the same as in Eq. (11)) but S is now determined by the con-
o 
di tions in Eq. (11). Eq. (12) may be written i.n the followi.ng form by observing 
the normality of the strain rate vector to the Tresca hexagon. 
max. € = ~f((J)g(t)So = f(c:)g(t) 
where E stands for E1 ) E2 ) - (El + E2)· 
The locus of the end poi.nts of the strai.n rate vectors corresponding 
to the states of stress represented by the Tresca hexagon is indicated in Fig. 
7. For a state of stress represented by a corner of the polygon the strain 
rate vector is not uniquely determi.ned. It can be si tuatedanywhere between the 
normals drawn to acijacent si.des of the hexagon. 
In tr..is a...'1.alysis the directi.ons and magnitudes of strain rate vectors 
at the corners are cietermined as follows. When the state of stress i.s repre-
sented by the corners A) C) D or F) the stDain rate vector i.s considered to act 
in a normal ciirec-:.ion to the sides AF or CD. The magnitude of the vector i.s the 
vector sum of the components max. E. At the corners B andE the direction of 
the strain rate vector is assumed to bisect the directions of the two normals 
of the adjacent sides AB and BC or the adjacent sides DE and EF) and furthermore 
the magnitude of the vector is assumed to be the vector sum of the two strai.n 
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rates perpendicular to the adjacent sides. 
8. Step-By-Step Procedure 
The empirical relationShip for uniaxial creep most commonly applied 
to the high temperature creep analysis of more complex metal structures such as 
columns [12] is 
(14) 
where E is the steady or secondary creep rate) t is time) 0" is the uni.axi.aJ.. ten-
sile stress constant throughout testing) "- is a constant) and n is a number equal 
to the slope of the straight line plot of stress versus creep strain rate. A 
few typical values ),. and n are given in Table 1. They are taken from data pre-
sented in a paper by Dorn and Tietz [9] 0 
In this investigation the e~fects of primary or transient creep are 
neglected) and seconQary or constant rate creep is consi.dered only. The functi.on 
on the right hand side of Eq. (13) depends now on 0" alone. The equation for 
plane stress creep may be written then as 
max. E 
From Eq. (14) when integrated with respect to time a set of jsoc.hronous 
stress-strain curves can be drawn. Fig. 8 shows a typical set of these curves 
as they are plotted for different time instants. These i.so-stress-strai.n curves 
provide information on the amount of deformation that will occur in a sel.ected 
time interval. under a steady stress. Shanley (15] has suggested a procedure 
whereby the behavior under changi.ng stress can be predicted from iso-stress-strai.n 
curves. 
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In this method it is assumed that a constant stress rate curve can 
be approximated by a stepped curve representing a series of instantaneous changes 
in stress followed by a time interval of constant stress. The rate of streSSing 
is equal to the stress increment M divided by the hori.zontal. i.ncrement .6t. It 
i.s suggested that during the instantaneous stress increment .60" the point repre-
senting stress and strain moves parallel to the elastic linea During the c.on-
stant stress increment) the point moves on a horizontal li.ne for a di.stance equal 
to the creep strains involved for a time interval .6t. The justification for 
applying the creep strain this way is based on the grounds that for a constant 
stress rate) the elastic strain rate is also constant. 
The method. as presented by Shanley for the creep buckli.ng of columns 
has been moiiif::'e:' "\:.0 sait the shell problem. Besides being governed by the 
Tresca-flo'W' CO:-L.:"::' :ions as indicated in Eq. (15), rather than ju?t basing the com-
putation of :!':e c:"eep strains on the intensity of stress in the face sheets at 
the begir...:-.:'::.t: ,-,:' [;. :irr.e interval) i.t is based on average strains due to stress 
intensi:.i~~ '.;:.~:':_ :..cc~ at the beginni.ng and the end of each time intervale 
_, . _ :':,- ::-.is point) consider the integration of Eqo (11)) over the 
interval 
&5 r ·0' n 
max • .6E = E! l.6t (,) d t 
V !\" 
The s1.gn 
of the sec::::-. - . t. :-:. :':-. Ec;,. ~16) must be suitably chosen for each conditi.on of 
loading 8.:" .. :: :_:"' . L..::. · .. ~ue of n. For i.nstance) the negative sign is needed when 
a compressi ..... e :.L'.·[.·~::.ve) stress is applied and n is an even power; thus both 
terms ... the elas :L:.: end. creep parts) of Eg. (16) make negati.ve contri.buti.ons to 
the strain E. Consequently" the positive sign i.s needed for the appli.cat:i.on of 
of a tensile stress 0 
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Eq. 16 is approximately equal to 
cr - A 
max. D.€ = bJ:J + 1 [( t+6t).: 
E - 2 f... (17) 
where 6E stands for ~e) D.€ ) - (DE + D.E ). 
. cp e cp . 
The computational process of taking the average of the creep strains at the be-
ginning and end of a time interval is equivalent to a first approximation i.n-
tegration with respect to time of the actual creep strain rate. For small time 
intervals which involve incremental creep strains of the order of magnitude of 
about 25 per cent of the actual strain~ it was found that this approximation was 
a very good one. 
9. Creep Computational Procedure 
The computational process which takes place in a typical incremental 
time interval is outlined in this section to bring out the basic assumptions 
whi.ch were made) and also to show the connection of the step-by-step procedure 
and the Tresca flow law with this process 0 The overall computational procedure 
is discussed in section 13 of Ch. III. 
At the beginning of a time interval D.t) the total stress resuJ.tants 
in the face shee~s due to bending and di.rect thrusts are known at each of the 
joints. The Tresca flow law is used to determine the direction of the strai.n 
rate vector ir;. the face sheets at each of the joints. The face sheets of the 
meridianal a..Dci eire umferential beams then creep according to the components 
of the prescribeci strain rate vectors. Note that the torsi.onand extension 
springs mentioned. in section. 6 represent the action of the cOr:tJJ)onents of the 
forces and moment.s in the circumferential beams in the direction of the meri-
dianal beams. 
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In order that the Tresca flow law can be applied to the mechanism so 
that it creeps in the two-dimensional manner of the original shell) the following 
'very necessary assumption is made. It is assumed that one-half of the meri.-
dianal component of the circumferential. stresses in the face sheets due to both 
bending and direct forces acts at one side of a joint) the other one-hal.f at 
the other side. This is equivalent to assuming that the meridianal components 
of the stresses in circumferenti.al beams start to feed gradually i.nto corre-
sponding merid:ia,nal beams at the half-way point of a mericlianal beam at the one 
si.de of a joint and will be transferred completely by the time the half-way mark 
is reached of the meridia..'rlal beam at the other side of the joint.. This elimi-
nates the abrupt jumps in the values of the merid~anal forces and moments which 
will exist at the joints if concentrated circumferential forces and moments were 
considered tc act directly at the joints. The assumption insures a much closer 
approxina.:io:,,, to the actual. shell behavior in which the components of the ci.r-
cumfere:-.:': a.l 5 tresses gradually transfer i.nto the meri.di.anal stresses as i.n-
dicat,ec.. ':.y ::-~E: :'irst of Eqs. (6). 
1:-. ::-.e next step) in order to find the total strains at joints the 
increr:.e:-.:a: .::' :-eep .3 trains; which are functions of the stresses in the top and 
bottom fa .. 'E; _ Lee:..., are integrated over the length of the beams i.n the meridi.anal 
directi 0:: f.:.":'.' ::":' in:..icated by the Tresca hexagon) they are also integrated over 
the Jene;:.::-. :-:' ::-.e beams in the ci.rcumferential direction. In till.s operation 
the bear::-....: ::......=-t: ::-:-.:;iJ..ered to be freed at one of their neighboring jOints., and 
fixed a: :i:e c ::-.E:r joint. To re-establish conti.nuity membrane forces, moments., 
and shears are applied at the liberated ends 0 These forces whi.ch are needed to 
push the ends back into thei.r original. posi.tions may be described as I!Ifi.xed-
endtll creep trusts} moments) or shears e Equil.ibrium which now has been dis-
turbed at the joi.nts is re-established by the relaxation procedure whi.ch i.n-
volves the adjusting of the joints as indicated in secti.on 6. This step is 
equivalent to an instantaneous elastic stress change in Shanley's step-by-
step method. 
In the last step the strains and their ~fixed-endn creep forces due 
to the stress intensities at the end of the time interval are computed and 
averaged with the "fixed-end- creep forces computed originally from the stress 
intensities at the beginning of the time interval as indicated by the inte-
gration formula Eq. (17)) and then balanced again for equilibri.um at the joints. 
Finally) the above procedure is repeated for the next time interval 
and so on. The loads are assumed to remain constant for the duration of a 
ti.me interval. They may be varied in a step wise fashion with respect to time) 
and their consequent stress changes are i.ntroduced elastically into the mecha-
nism in the manner prescribed by Shanl.ey. (See step 8 of the overaJ..l procedure 
in section 13 of Ch. III). 
10. Mode of Buckling 
Special note should be made of the fact that i.n this investi.gati.on 
the case of symmetrical buckling only has been consi.dered. It i.s possible 
that the lowest buckling mode is antisymmetrical.j however) the framework which 
is constructed to represent the behavior of the shallow dome i.s not capable of 
assuming such a mode. 
In defense of the symmetrical buckJ.ing mode assumption, the foll.owi.ng 
could be said,. however) (see the discussion on this subject by Rei.ss tn the in-
troduction of [22D; in the case of a thin elasti.c hollow sphere subjected to 
external pressures) it was observed experimentally that as the pressure is i.n-
creased gradually from zero) the shell deforms uniformly by contracting i.nto 
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smaller and smaller spheres. This mode of deformati.on conti.nues until a certain 
cri tical pressure intensity is reached. At this intensity the dome suddenJ.y 
nsnaps through" or buckles into a nonspherical buckling configuration. This 
symmetric shallow "dimpleD which shows itself at some poi~t on the surface of 
the shell. The rest of the shell remains apparently spheri.cal. 
The argument that a cap or clamped shallow dome is but a part of the 
total sphere} led to the general acceptance of the symmetrical buckling assump-
tion for the shallow elastic dome. If this type of reasoning may be extended 
to include the justification of a symmetrical buckling mode for the spherical 
shell which is subjected to creep remains to be seen. Further study in ·this 
area is needed. 
11. Elas tic For;umlas 
The internal resistance of the mechanism to normal forces at eac.h 
panel arises from; (1) the change i.n shear at the joints due to bending in the 
meridie.nal direction) (2) the radial components of the membrane forces Fe and 
F . 
cp 
The first contribution to the resi.stance at joint j can be written in 
terms of moments as 
V. 
J V' l J-
~. l+~ ~. +~ 
J+ j _ J j-l 
R6B R6B 
where the change of shear V. - V. I is posi ti ve i.n the radially inward direction, 
J J-
and ~ and ~ are the moments acting on the right side and left side., respect-· 
j j 
ively) of joint j) positive in a counterclockwise direction. 
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The second contribution to the resistance at joi.nt j is; assuming 
small angles) 
where Fe and F are the membrane forces at joi.nt j in the meridianal and cir-
j 'P j 
cumferential directions) respectively. The radi.al resul.tant of the membrane 
forces is positive in the radially inward direction (see Fig. 4). It is 
assumed here that an adequate approximation to the average slope of a beam due 
to radial deformations is given by the difference in the deflections of its 
neighboring joints divided by beam length. 
The -fixed-end= forces are introduced into the mechanism by non-
rotational deflections w. 
2 
_F [w. 1+ W. ~ = _~. Re. 2d E (J+ J) 
B. J J 2R. 
J 
w - w. J 1; j+l sJ) 
2 \, EM 
where ~ is the fixed-end force acting over an average width of beaul, .4p He j' 
j t 
along the axis in the j h meridianal. beam) and 
__ F w. AI> Y = 4p R l:iJ 2d E --s1 ~j R 
where i.'(p? is the meridiBmal. component of the fixed-end circumferenti.al force 
'P j 
acting at joint j over a width RL.8. Eqs. (20) and (21.) are a fi.ni te difference 
approximation 0 f the w terms in the combi.ned Eqs. :~ 2) and (3) for V = O. Note 
that positive displacements of w produce compressive forces ~. and F~ .. 
J J 
Equilibrium of the membrane forces i.s obtained by relaxing the tan-
gential displacements u at the joints. For this procedure the rel.ative stiff-
ness factors for the beams and extension springs that meet at a joint are 
required. 
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A positive displacement u. of the jth joint produces forces along 
J 
the meridian of 
u 
Fe - ~ ~Rej 2d E (~) 
j 
u. 
Fe. 1 = 4p Re j-l 2dE (Je) 
J-
u t, 
f:q>F = l:q> R68 2d E (RM ) 
q> j j 
These equations are a finite difference approximation of the u terms in the com-
bined Eqs. (2) and (3) for V == O. Note that a positive displacement u. yields 
J 
a compressive force Fe ) and tensile forces Fe 
j j-l 
andF 
q>j 
The relative extensional stiffnesses for a unit meridianal displacement 
of joint j are determined from Eqs. (2~). They are for Fe. ) Fe ) and F ) 
J j-l ~j 
respectively, 
e e j j-l 
2 ) (De)2' e. + 8 + ~Z28) e. + e ~ , + e 
J j-l {J J (J j 1:7. J-.J.. v. J J 
The carry-over factor of forces is positive and equal to unity. 
The Dfixed-endft moments acting over a meridianal beam width) ~ RB.) 
J 
are determined by non-rotational deflections W of the joints in a manner similar 
to that in framework analysis [23]. Assuming a positive relative displacement 
Wj +l - Wj in the positive direction of the meridianal coordinate e) 2 
Al> Re. d ~ 
6E . J (w - w.) (R68) 2 \ j+l. J 
\ 2 
A-p R8 d ! 
6E j-l. e ( ) 2 w. - w. 1 (&68) J J- (24) 
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where ~ and _~ are the fixed-end moments in the meridianal plane about the 
j j 
left and right hand side respectively) of joi,nt j. The moment of inertia) 
H2 
4p R8 j d "2 ) of a sandwich beam element in the meridi.anal direction is com-
puted from the average width of that beam element. The smaller the beamele-
ment the better this approximation will be. The non-rotational displacements 
w do not develop moments in the circumferential beam elements. 
Rotational equilibrium is obtained by relaxing the rtclamped jOintsu • 
The bending stiffnesses of the beams and the torsion springs are computed .by 
applying a rotation W at the joint j. 
A clockwise r()t-,~t-,-; ()n 7/r of the j th joint produces the following pas!"" 
-------- Tj 
tive moments about the 
~ 
0. 
J 
joint of 
4p R 8. 
H2 
d-
4 E J 2 W. R6e J 
H2 
4p R8. 1 d-2 4 J- W. E R6B J 
H2 
Lxp R6B d -
E 2 W. Re J j 
Conseque~ :.l.:.. '_:.C ;'c:'a:::' 'Ie bending stiffness for a unit meridiahal rotation of 
joint j .' -
~ .. 
48 ~ + -+'-' -t ~ 
J '-' ~ 
and A-pM ) respectively) 
CPj 
48. 1 J-
(M\2 
h-e + 4e + ~
'. '. 1 e. J J- J 
(26) 
Since sffiall meridianal beam elements are used) the carry-over factors 
1 
of moments are assumed as - 2· There is no moment or force carry-over in the 
circumferential beam elements; these elements behave symmetri.cally. 
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120 Creep Formulas 
Figo 9 shows a typical meridianal be~ element. The right hand 
end of the beam has been released and allowed to creeps while the left hand 
end has been fixedo The so-called "fixed-endui creep forces, moments, and 
shears which are needed to push back the liberated end to restore continuity 
are indicatedo Moments are positive when acting about the joint in a 
counterclockwise directiono Moments in the beam are positive when they 
produce tension in the top fibers 0 
First, the component along the meridian of the creep displacement 
of the liberated end is equated with the displacement u. of the meridianal 
J 
membrane force required to push the end backo 
LXp R8. 2d E 
J 
where x is a coordinate measured from the joint j along the meridianal beam 
T B in a direction of positive e.~ ~e and ff.e are the incremental creep dis-
j j 
placements per unit length of beam. in the top and bottom face sheets) 
respect.i vely, of the j th meridianal bea.::rlJ and !iFF is the incremental middle e. 
f al th ' th b . - + t J +. . t h surface oree ong e J eam requlred""o res ore con,,-,lnui.y in t~e 
meridianal directiono 
Second, the amount of creep rotation i~ the meridianal direction 
at the liberated end is equated with the rotation at that end ~, of the moments 
J 
~ and~ l' 
J J+ 
(-nC -d:! e. e._ 
J J+.l. 
R~_ (28) 
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where ~ and ~ are the incremental meridianal. moments at the right and 
j j+l 
left end), respectively)' of the jth meridianal beam which are reCluired to res-:,ore 
rotational continuity of the freed end5 and as will be indicated presently to 
restore radial continuity as well 0 
Third j the component of creep deflection in the radial direction is 
eCluated with the deflection w. of the moments ~ and ~ to push the end 
J J J+l 
"tack radially J 
ECl:c (28) and (29) are two simultaneous eCluations with two unknowns 5) -tJ1! e. 
and ~ v 
j ... l 
QJ 
In 1:he mechanismJ the variation of the stress in the top and bottom 
face shee~s along a meridianal beam consists of two straight line distributions J 
one go:ng frorr. one joint to mid panel pDint.<, the other from mid panel. pOint to 
~·he o-+:her joint, since one half of the meridianal component of the stresses i:c. 
"tt.e :: :.rc~:erential beam is assumed to feed in on one side of a joint.9 "Z,ne other 
half O:l :he 8ther side (see section 9)0 Howeverj> due to the fact that small 
"bewr eleD€:1tE- are considered j and also "because of the fact that changes in 
varia~:o~s 0: ~~e components along the meridianal beams of the circumfeYential 
forces a:-e sx::ail and gradua15 a linear distribution of the meridianal s.tress is 
assurted. ir. the de::-ivations of the following eCluations 0 
-T -T -B -B Assuming 0e > 0e and 0e > Ge,J the incremental creep etrain 
j+l j j+l J 
contrib'.J.tioL to the tot.al strain increment over the interval 6t may be written 
as (See EClo 16)) 
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B 
= k{ laB I -B -B xl11 ·n (30) LEe. + \ ere _ () e .) Rb8 J ~J Lt 
J e. j+l J J 
k= 1 r -T ( -T -T) 2-J> O· where n is even) when '(j + \C5 k -1) when L e j c e. 1 () e . EM ' J+ J 
for n odd, k = 1, always. The k term in the 
-T -B 
second equation of Eqs. (30) has similar conditions. Ge and ere are the aver-j j 
age total stresses as determined from the meridianal stresses due to both bendir~ 
and direct forces at the r~ght and left side of joint j in the top and bottom 
T -B face sheets) respectively. Similarly) (J~ and C5e are the average total j+l j+l 
stresses at joint j+l in the top and bottom face sheets) respectively. To take 
the average value of the total left end and right hand stresses in a meri.d~ahal 
beam is the same as assuming that one-half of the meridianal component of the 
total circumferential stress acts at one side of a joint, and the other one-
half at the other side (see section 9) . 
• 
Substi tution of Eqs. (30) i.nto Eq. (27) and integrati.on with respect 
to x of the resulting equation yields the equation for the so-cal.led nfixed-
endn creep forces 
At> Re. 2dE r (l)n Lt ! ( -T n+l I n+l J ~. - J ~f... If -T) - 2(n+l) \ -T -T) L \\O'e }l \O'e .. J ~ej+l - (Je j+l J j 
-T -T)2 Cn+2) (ere - ere 
j+l j 
3(1)n6t 
t... 
+ --------B~-----~B~)~2--
(n+2) (ere - ere 
j+l j 
[
( er -T ) 
B· l J+ 
n+l 
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Note that the terms on the right hand side of E~. (33) have been multiplied by 
-1 in order that ~ will have the proper sign for the rotational sign con-
j+l 
vention of the joints; i.e. positive moments are counterclockwise about a 
joint. The absolute sign brackets about the stress terms are a substitute for 
the conditions set by the term k in E~s. (30). The use of these brackets in 
the above equations automatically yields the correct signs for the "fixed-end" 
creep forces and moments. (also see Eqs. 16). 
-T -T Special attention should be given to the case where er ere and 
e. 1 J+ j 
-B -B 
also where ere ere • 
j+l j 
In these cases the Eqs. (31)) (32)) and (33) are inde-
terminate. Let the stress variations in the meridianal direction between two 
joints j) and j+l be constant in both face sheets. Then by going back to Eqs. 
(30) and eliminating the second or variable terms of these equations) and sub-
stituting the resulting equations in to Eqs. (27)) (28)) and (29) the followi.ng 
equations are obtained. 
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Similarly) by substitution of Eqs. (30} into Eqs. (28} and (29)) integrating 
with respect to x) and solving the two resulting simultaneous equations for the 
ftfixed-endn creep moments) one obtains) 
- l)n 
__ LF _ Ap Re j d H {- ():: >6t [Ie -T )\ n+l !, (~-eT. )'[ n+l J LMB - E n+l -T' -T cr e + 2 v 
j (ere - er eJ 'j+l J. 
j+l j 
(1)n6t n+l B . n+l l ~ B [iea-eE ) I +- 2 I. (ere-.)-; (er - - er - ) j+l J ..... 
e' l e. J+ J 
3C!.)n6t 
I (er ~T ) I n+l _ (cr-T) A l(cr~~)1 e. (n+2) (CJ ~T _ -T 2 [(a~T ) ere .-) j+l j+l J 
n+ll 
J -' 
j+l J 
3(1)n6t [c a- B ) l(a~E )1 n+l _ (a-B) I(cr~~) I A + 
-B 
-B)2 e. 1 e. (n+2) (ere 
- ere J+ j+l J J 
j+l j 
and 
L:q> Re. d H (1)n6t n+l n+ll ~ = E J {A [2 I ( er -T ) I + I (er
e
-
T
, } I
e j+l n+l. (: -~ _ er -T) e j+l J-
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The right hand side of the third equation of Eqs. (34) has been multiplied by 
-1 so that .~l has the proper sign for the sign convention for moments about 
J+ 
the joints. Should in the course of computations the meridianal stress vari-
ation be constant in one of the face sheets only) the terms of Eqs. (34) which 
concern that face meet should be substituted for their counterparts in Eqs. C3l)) 
Since the variation of total stress resultants along the circumferential 
beams is always constant) the component ·fixed-end~ forces in the circumferential 
direc tion are) 
~? = 3p R69 2dE 1 n [ (cr-T) n-l (o-B) \(a-B)I n-lJ I ( -T)I (~) L.t \. cr ! + 
tV· 2 CPj rpj ct'j CPj J I 
(35) 
n n-l (a-B) I ((J -B) I n-1J 4p Il' = E ~ EM cl H (ll L-t [(0" -T) [, -T) I 
.\ cr -q>. 2 A cpo 'Pj CPj CPj J J 
where l:(p? and 4p MF are the incremental meridianal components of the direct 
CPj CPj 
force and moment) respectively) at joint j) required to restore circumferential. 
continuity at the joint. a-T and a-B are the total circumferential stresses due 
'Pj CPj 
to both bending and direct forces at joint j in the top and bottom face sheets) 
respectively. Note that the right hand side of the second equation of Eqs. (35) 
has been multipled by -1) so that ~.M! has the proper sign for the sign con-
cpo 
J 
vention for moments about joints. 
Referring to Fig. 7) which is the Tresca flow hexagon) it has been 
assumed then that the states of stress) 0. > 08 and -cr > -(8) represented by 
cp cp 
the sides BC andEF are never actually developed; where 01 = 0 ) and ° = cr . 
8 2 cp 
In other words) it has been suggested that the face sheets of the meridianal 
beams creep continually) and that the face sheets of the circumferential beams 
will creep when the states of stress are represented by the corners B or E) or 
the sides AF or CD. 
The assumption greatly simplifies the application of Egs. (31.)) C32J) 
(33)) anQ (35)· Eqs. (35) impose no difficulty when the flow hexagon prescribes 
that there is DO flo\·: in the face sheets at a joint in the circumferential di·-
rection ~ 0" < C", or -0 <-°8). The incremental. creep strain in that direction ~~. ~ 
is then simply ~e~o at that jOint. In the meridianal direction this is another 
matter. A ~~a~e ~~ st~ess in the face sheets at joint j represented by the 
sicie BC 0::" E? ::;;:' :.t4'2 :1.ow diagram means that there is no incremental creep in 
the merii~e:~~ _~ :'c::::'or:.. Assuming that at the neighboring joint j+l the flow 
hexagon d.OE;.., ;:~:-(;:"':.:- ~ :,(; a:: incremental. creep strain) the straight line approxi-
mation o;.~ E~.~. ":~J' \~:~) and (33)) connecting a state of zero stress at joi.nt 
j to a sta:.e :.:..~ _ .. :-t:~':: a: j+l is a poor representation of the actual stress 
distribut:..c:-. t:..:. ~:.t~ [;. =.e~id.ianal. beam) and a more complicated formulati.on of the 
problem is :: r:...:..~( ~ :.~:-. E.Jwever) an assumption stating that such a state of 
stress Carl::C:' t::;.~:..~.~. (;·;er. if the circumferential stresses in the face. 's:'2eets at, 
a joint were to be the larger at the end of a time interval) permits the use 
of Egs. (31)) (32)) and (33) for every time interval) simplifying the com-
putational process for the creep strains. The numeri.cal values of stress used 
35 
in Eqs. (31}) (32)) (33)) and (35} for this case are the values of the actual 
stresses computed for that instant; that is) the larger values· a are not sub-
cp 
stituted for the values ae in.E~s. (31)) (32]) and (33); they are used in E~s. 
(35) only. 
A study of data showed that when a is larger than ae in a face sheet cp 
at a joint in one instant of time) it would not be the larger in one instant 
of time) it would not be the larger in the very next instant. The existence of 
the case of the joint for which acp has become larger than cre may be attributed 
to the fact that in the course of re-establishing e~uilibrium and continuity 
of joints at the end of a time interval) the procedure has actually overshot 
its mark. By letting the face sheet or face sheets of the circumferential beam 
in which this 0 occurs creep in the next time interval) the situation is cor-
cp 
rected) since stresses in this beam are relieved. Apparently the assumption 
that 0cp could never actually be larger than (Je is correct. 
III COMPUTER. PROGRAMS 
* 13. The ILLIAC Programs 
The ILLIAC programs have been written to handle radially inward directed 
pressures only. The pressure distributions considered are uniform over the shell 
area or they can vary along ~ meridian:in a rotationally ~y:rnmetrical fashion. The 
pressures can be varied in a step-wise manner with respect to timej that is) the 
distribution profile of the pressures along the meridian does not have to stay 
constant; it can be changed from one time interval to the next in the course of 
creep computations of a given shell. 
A separate program has been developed which solves elastic problems 
only. HOWe"fer) since the elastic program. is but a part of the total creep pro-
gram it is not discussed separately. The problem oi' elastic buckling can be 
studied ""i:t i:,., thereby giving an upper limit to the loads that should be con-
sidered i:'. :he creep buckling prob:xem" This program. will also give the number of 
i terati ":e c::c':'es which are req1lired for the convergence of the elastic soluti.ons. 
From ·tl .. .i..::, :.~~E: beo:netric buckling criterion for the creep problem is determined. 
At prese:-.: ::-.c :::-i. :erion is assumed as being twice the number of cycles requi.red 
for el~:.i: !,:::::-~·:e:-be:1ce. 
:~.t ~_a.:-. ti ties evaluated are the meridianal bending stresses in the 
top fice::: C:-. t~·~:. sid.es of the joints) the circumferential bending stresses i.n 
the top :~ite:-:, a: "the joints) the direct stresses in the merid:i,anal. as wel~. as 
the circu.:=::~e:-e:;. :.i.al directions) and the deflections at all joints. All results 
are expressed. in :.imensi.onless form. These results are pri.nted out at regular 
time inter vals ctes-cribing -t-he time history behavior of the mechanism under high 
* The ILLIAC is an automatic electronic d:i,gi tal computer of the University of 
Illinois [24]. 
temperature creep. 
The parameters which have to be specified in the use of the creep pro-
gram are the ratio of the creep constant over the modulus of elasticity of the 
material ~ for a given temperature J the creep power constant of the material n 
for this temperature J the half angle of the half angle of the shell AJ the 
stress resultants in the face sheets over the middle surface radi.us of the shell 
H RJ a creep time interval in terms of hours ~tJ the non-dimensionlized intensity 
R2 
of loading at each joints p P(4EdH} and a predetermined geometric buckli.ng cri-
terion. This criterion is discussed in section 16. The time i.nterval -~t i.s 
selected on the basis that the bfixed-endll! creep forces are to be approxi.mately 
25 per cent of the first elastically i.nduced total forces. The program in i t-
self will refine the magnitude of the time interval so that no "fixed-end ilL cre"ep 
force wil.l. exceed the 25 per cent limi.t at any time during the creep process. 
When an additional time .limi t ~t .which specifies the duration through which the 
loadS ac t) is inc-lucted-wi th the parameters J a new set of loads for the next load 
time interval should be added. The time duration of a set of loads is infini.ty 
When there is no load time interval ~t given with the set of load parameters. 
The creep program utilizes the entire Williams (fast) memory of the 
ILLIAC and part of the magnetic drum (SlOW) memory. There is suffl.cient stor-
age space in the high-speed memory to handle the analysis of a tapered beam 
section with 20 segments. Actual computations however) suggested that com-
puter time-wise the most economical number of divisions in the tapered section 
is from 1+ to 8. 
The computer time .necessary to obtain a compl.ete creep record) that 
is when the solution is carried through to buckling) depends mostly upon the 
number of meridianal beam segments invol veC4 N) the half angle opening A) and 
the load intensity p. The remaining parameters do not affect thecomputati.onal 
time as extensively. Assuming that the 25 per cent creep stress criterion de-
termining the duration of the .6.t interval is a satisfactory one., it was found 
R2 
that for a uniformly distributed non-dimension-alized pressure of p = P(4EdRJ 
0.2) the computational time is approximately 2 1/2 hours for each of the 
following cases; when 4 segments are used for a section with half angle opening 
of 15 degrees) 6 segments are used for a section with a half angle opening of 
30 degrees) ~~d 8 segments for a section~~tha half angle opening of 45 degrees. 
When considering the same breakdown of segments for the -respective half angle 
openings) but applying now a uniform pressure of p = 0.4) it was found that the 
time re~uired is about 1 1/2 hours. 
With relatively minor modifications the present programs can be ex-
tended to handle shells with simply supported or partially fixed edges. Pro-
gram changes could be also made to include shell.s of variable thicknesses. 
14. Outline of Computational Procedure 
The purpose of this section i.s to present an outline of the computer 
program) and in doing so to present also the overall computational procedure" 
The procedure used consists of the follOwing basi.c steps; 
(1) Compute the shell constants and stiffness constants from the 
given parameters. 
(2) Assume a trial ~et of radial displacements .6.w 0 j 
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From the radial displacements 6w.) compute the incremental. fi.xed-
_ J 
end forces and moments) and add them to the total. forces and moments 0 In the 
first cycle) the elastic cycle ) the total ~uanti.ties are zero. 
(4} For given w. displacements) two simultaneous relaxations are made. 
J 
The unbalanced moments at each joint are distributed according to the rotational 
stiffnesses) and then carried over to adjacent joints. Similarly) the unbalanced 
forces at each joint are distributed according to the extensional stiffnesses) 
and then carried over to adjacent jOints. By relaxing the membrane forces the 
joints translate in the u direction until forcee~uilibrium is obtained; by re-
laxing the moments the joints rotate meridianally until moment e~uilibrlum :i.sob-
tained. 
(5) Using the total balanced moments and forces) compute the radial 
resisting force R. at joint j. 
J 
(6) Test if the difference between theappli.ed force at joint j and 
the resistance at that joint is smaller than a preset convergence cri.ter:i.on; 
P . -R. < 5. If smaller) go to (7); if not smaller) as sume the next 6w.) add tbis 
J J - J 
value to the total displacement W.) and repeat steps (3) to (6} inclusive. After 
J 
a maximum of h iterations) -regardless of whether P. -.R. < 5., go to (7). 
J J-
l:) AEsume the next 6w. 1) and add this to the total displacement 
J+ 
Wj+l at joint j+l. Repeat steps (3) to en inclusive until al.l. joints are in 
e~uilibriurn with the applied forces) then go to (8). The interpol.ation pro-
cedure used in thE: DW and 6w. 1 assumption cycles i.s discussed i.n detail. :i.n j J+ 
section 14. 
(8) Test if the end of the load time interval. is reached. If it :i.s 
reached read in the next set of load parameters) then repeat steps (2) to (8) 
inclusive and proceed to (9). If it is not reached proceed to (9) directly. 
4.0 
(9) In this step the mechani,sm is allowed to creep over a time in-
terval 6t in the manner described in section 9 of Ch. II. The average "fixed-
endlll creep forces and moments due to stresses at the beginning and at the end 
of the time interval are computed and added to the total moments and forces. 
The now unbalanced moments and forces at the joints are in turn distributed and 
carried over by the relaxation procedure of steps (4) to (7J inclusive. 
(10) The steps (3) to (9; inclusive are repeated until the mechanism 
will either fail by buckling geometrically or by excessive stress changes for 
small changes in time. These buckling criteria are discussed in detail in_ 
section 15. Note that the steps (1) to en inclusive made up the elastlc pro-
gram. 
Since this computational procedure for the creeping of the shell with 
small curvature is based on step-by-step creep calculations over incremental 
time intervals as governed by the Tresca flow rule) the method of loading of 
the shells (loading history) plays an important role in the outcome of the 
resul ts . For instance) loading the shell to a certain level and thell .unloadi.ng 
it by an equal amount oyer the same length of ti.me does not cause the shell. to 
reassume its fi.rst deflection configuration) but will cause a certai.n amount 
of set to have formed together with certain resi.dual stresses. The resi.duaJ.. 
stresses in turn cause the shell to continue creeping) or as it is then called) 
to relax. 
The basic steps of the procedure are summarized in Fig. 1.0 in the 
form of a flow diagram. A complete description of the program has been de-
posited in the ILLIAC library of the Structural Research Laboratory of the 
Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Illi.nois. 
15. Interpolation Procedure 
The procedure is essentially a forward finite difference approxi-
mation of the Newton-Raphson interpolation formula) 
where P. is the concentrated applied radial load at joint j) R .. is the total 
J J) 1. 
resisting force of the i th iteration at joint j) w. . is the radial displacement 
J)l 
of the ith iteration at joint j) and ~w .. is the incremental radial displace-
J)l 
men t, from w. . 1 to W. . J,l- J,l 
For the interpolation method to be effective) the first assumed value 
w. I at the joint u should be close to the correct value W.o The procedure pro-
J) J 
posed to give the3e initial values which are i.n the vicinity of the correct 
values or roots is ba..sed on interpolation by means of the tangent or cotangent rat.ios 
of the at.:c::'L.:.e ·;alues of the total. resis±.ing force R .. and the total radial 
IR.. J)l 
di.splaceme::: "', ~ ..:epe:1:iing on whether the ratio '-.sL?_~1 is smaller or larger than 
"d IWj)i.1 
unity. T:-.E:: ~':':-t:.~:. ~c:: of interpolation depends also on whether the response of 
the resi.:::: :':"=~,:~ : _ :- .~~. :.c increasing values of deflection is of an ascending or 
descendi~E ~~._:-~. 
p~_.:. :.:--.,~- P; ';ersus w. of the joi.nt j) and assuming a response curve 
J 
with pos i :.':' vt: _ ~_ t'{: :_:- -:he dependent variable Rj and the independent variable 
w. of joii.·_ ~. "";_.~L :-"':"':"~ng all other joints fixed against radial translations, 
J 
for R.. <.... as , J)l u~ ... 
w . . 1 = W. . + (P. - R. .) J, l+ J,l J J,l 
for R. . » 
J)l 
w. . as) 
J)l 
w .. 
--l.2. 
R .. 
J"l 
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These formulas apply then to the case in which positive changes in Wj give posi-
tive changes in the resisting force R; (positive slope). 
For a response curve with negative slope the formulas become 
for R .. < w .. 
J)l J)l 
for 
(P. - R. .) J J)l 
These formulas apply to the case in which positive changes in w. give negative 
J 
changes in the resisting force R. (negative~slope). This type of response for 
J 
ajDin~ is not likel-yto o-ccur ; however) it is--poBgi-hl-e-,,---a:rrd-siIoui-ct-rre--considered. 
For the formulas EClS. (37) and (38) convergence is rapid in the early 
stages) but it is very slow in the later stages of iterative cycling. Rowever) 
the fact that these formulas are so rapidly convergent in the first few iter-
ations makes them very useful to the Newton-Raphson formula ECl. (36j which is 
powerfully convergent once the assumed values are in the vicinity of the root. 
Furthermore) the formulas ECls. (37) and \38} give a consecutive set of ~WIS of 
decreasing magnitude and same sign which is beneficial to the moment and force 
distribution and carry-over procedure. Gradual and reasonable changes in ~w~ s 
result in a smaller number cycles required for the convergence of the di.stri-
bution procedure thereby redUCing computer time. 
For the Newton-Raphson formula to become effective in the overall in-
terpolation process) it was .observed that only two iterations were re~uired from 
the interpolation method of Rqs. (37) and (38). These first two iterations are 
then followed by two iterations of the Newton-Raphson method. The total of four 
iterations are the maximum number of iterations performed at each joint in one 
cycle of interpolations of all joints. The process is repeated at each joint 
until there is no joint left which needs to be i.terated; that is) until all 
joints are in equilibrium. See step (6) of section 13. 
16. Buckling Criteria 
The geometric buckling criterion may be .defined as follows ~ An element 
of the shell is said to be in the process of geometric buc$~ing when deflections 
i.ncrease Wlcon:.rollably with no apparent increase in the loads. 
The :ypical nonlinear loading curve of the pressure p versus the de-
flection "w' 0:' :.he crown of the shallow dome) when plotted starts out at the 
origin cf :r.E: axes p and w and culminates into a first maximum after which there 
will be a ;;.- ...;,...:ien break downward in the curve representi.ng the so called "snap-
through" ;::~t.:-.J=.e; • .:)n. Buckling is represented by the first maximum. In the vic:i.-
nity of :.t.a: ;::~:n: on the curve) small changes in pressure cause large changes 
in ciefor::..a:;:".::~. W'h':ch means that at this point of maximum pressure the slope is 
zero) 8: .. ':' ::: • .:.eq...:en:.ly in the limit Eq. (56) tends to :i.nfinity. In other words., 
the New:.cr.-Rap::~o:1 procedure is not able to attain convergence. The post buCk.-
ling beta:;:,:;:- cf a shallow dome can be represented by another loadi.ng curve 
which star:s o~t beyond the break at some point of minimum pressure intensity 
and corresponciing cieflection and then proceeds to climb to a new maximum. The 
behavior after Dsnap-throughn has not been considered in the investigation. 
4·4 
In the problems considered for this report the geometric buckling 
criterion is assumed to take place when the number of iterative cycles necess-
ary for the balancing of all joints in the creep process is larger than two 
times the amount of cycles re~uired to establish the elastic equili.brium of 
the problem of a dome which was tested previously under similar loading con-
di tions by the computer program. which solves el.astic problems only. It has been 
observed that the number cycles needed for the elastic convergence of the solu-
tion at the end of each creep time interval remains fairly constant throughout 
creeping) and that when excessive deflections become apparent they tend to in-
crease only slightly- When buckling i.s apparent) convergence is suddentl.y un-
attainable from one time interval to the next. From these observations buckling 
_appears to be ade~uately detected by testing for excessive cycling against a 
counter which is specified as being two times the predetermined cycl.ing counter 
of the elastic problem. 
For certain metals at certain temperature levels geometric buckling 
does not control. The phenomenon vhich controls in these cases is referred to 
as creep buckling. The creep buckling cri teri.on may be defi.ned as follows ~ An 
element of the shell is considered to be in the process of creep buckling when 
the stress in the element increases very rapidly for only a small increment of 
time. Creep buckling is an asymptotic process where the increase of stress with 
respect to time tends to infinity when a certain time limit is approached. 
For the computer program at present) the shell is assumed to have 
creep buckled when the creep time interval which i.s determined by the 25 per 
cent limit imposed on the nfixed-endn creep forces with respect to the total 
forces becomes less than one fourth the magnitude of the first .creep time inter-
val of the computational process 0 In other words) the shell 1.S considered to 
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have buckled when the largest stress rate of all joints in a certain time in-
terval becomes about four times the size of the largest stress rate in the 
first creep time interval. The determination of the creep buckling time may 
be refined by taking the asymptote to an extrapolated stress-time plot. 
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IV NUMERICAL :aESULTS 
17. Illustrative Problems 
This chapter is concerned with the presentation of some numerical 
results wbichwere obtained with the aid of the ILLIAC for illustrative pur-
poses. The intention is to indicate with these solutions the variety of prob-
lems that can be solved by the ILLIAC programs. For convenience the solutiollS 
are limited to a shell with a fixed set of geometric and material parameters. 
Only the pressure parameter is varied. The shell has the following two fixed 
geometric parameters; the half angle opening A = 300, and the ratio of the dis-
tance between._stress resultants in the face sheets over the middle surface 
radius : = .. 01. The creep temperature assumed is 6000F. The material used in 
the face sheets of the shell is 24s-T3 aluminum for which at 6000F, A.= 87,500 
. -~ 1/3 6-2 lb. -In. --nr. E = 7.4 x 10 lb. -in ,and n 3. The various problems con-
sidered include also the.case when t = 0; the elastic c,ase. For these prob-
lems the various convergence criteria of the computational process have been 
set such that a numerical accuracy of 5 decimal places is obtained for the 
results. 
18. Cases Considered 
To indicate that solutions for the elastic case, t = 0, can be ob-
tained separately from the creep solutions, numerical results for stresses 
and deflections at the joints are listed in Table 2 for shells subjected to 
the uniform pressures p =0.2 and p =0.4. Figs. ll(a) and ll(b) show the trends 
of the meridianal total stresses in the bottom face sheets and their corre-
sponding radial deflections at the joints along a meridian of the elastic shell 
(t = 0) when it is subjected to a series of uniform pressures which range al-
most up to buckling. The meridianal total stress at a joint is the average of 
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the meridianal stress resultants of the bending and direct stresses at both 
sides of the jOint. 
Solutions for the creep case when pressures are rotationally symme-
trical) but which v~y along a meri.dian are listed in Table 3 for different in-
stances of time. A parabolic pressure distribution is selected to illustrate 
this case. At the apex of the shell a maximum pressure intensity of :P = 002 is 
-chosen which tapers off parabolically along the meridian to an intensity of p = 
0~2 at the edge. The slope to the parabolic pressure distribution curve i.s zero 
at the apex. This pressure is kept constant during creeping. Note that at the 
creep time O.72 hours the shell has not yet buckled. At that instant the problem 
was taken off the ILLIAC since it had exceeded the permitted two hour computer 
time limit. 
In Table 4) the numerical results are listed for the case where an 
uniformly distributed pressure :P = 0.)+ is applied on the shell and kept constant 
during creeping. By the criteria described in section 15 the shell has buckled 
geometrically at the time 0.0873 hours. To depict trends) maximum radial deflec-
tions which occur at the apex) and maximum total stresses which occur i.n the 
bottom face sheet at the fixed edge of the shell are plotted as a function of 
time in Fig. 12. Note the increase in the deflections and stress rates when 
buckling is imminent for p = 0.4. The solution for p =0.2 has not been carried 
through to buckling. 
In Figs. l3(a) and l3(b)) the redistribution trends during creep of 
the meridianal bending and direct stresses along a meridi.an of the shell are 
plotted at different time instants for the uni.form pressure :P = 0. 4. In Fig. 
l3(a)) the meridianal bending stresses in the top face sheet are given as a 
fraction of their corresponding maximum mericiianal. bending stresses in the top 
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face sheet are given as a fraction of their corresponding maximum meridianal 
bending stresses in the top face sheet which occur at the fixed edge. Simi-
larly) in Fig. 13(b) the meridianal direct stresses are shown as fractions of 
corresponding meridianal direct stresses at e/ A = 0. 5) which is the location of 
joint 3 when a shell with 6 beam segment divisions for its half angle opening 
iE considered. The stresses are the averages of the stresses at bow sides 
of the joints. 
In Table 5) the results are listed for the case where the load iE 
varied in time. The step-wise loading which in this case is kept uniformly dis-
tributed throughout creeping has the f'ollowing schedule; from t= ° to·t = 0.03 
hours) p =0.2; from t =0.03 to t =0.065 hours) :P =0.25; from t =0.065 to t 
0.105 hours) p =0.3; from t =0",105 to t = 0.145 hours) :P =0.35; and from t 
0.145 to t = (Xl ho~rs 0' p =0.4. Geometric buckling occurred at 0.188 hours. 
Press 'zes having changing distribution shapes along a meridian as a 
function of :.i::l€ s.:...so may be applied to the shell. However) the presentati.on 
of this Ca.3e .... ;:,j....l-.:. o:-..ly be an extended example of the parabolic pressure case 
when comb ::-.E::: ... -~ ._~ ::-.e 5 tep-wise pressure case. It was thought that the sepa-
rate pre3€:::u· ___ ,:-.;: :,:' :he two cases give sufficient indication of the ability 
of the ILLI..A: ;:",_,':"'~ :'0 handle the shell subjected to any kind of time de-
pendent 1:. a..:_:. e" ,'~.::...:.. :~on for rotationally symmetrical pressures. 
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v SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
19. Concluding Remarks 
In this report a numerical procedure was developed which has been pro-
grammed for the ILLIAC) the high speed digital computer of the Uni.versi ty of 
Illinois) and with which the creep deformation behavior of symmetrically loaded 
shallow spherical shells can be studied for any given constant temperature level. 
Some numerical results are pre;;:;ented in the form of table.s and graphs in order 
to show the number of cases that may be handled by the computer programs. 
The procedure has great flexibility in that any type of rotationally 
symmetrical pressure distri.bution can be applied to the shell) and also -ih that 
the pressure distribution can be changed at any given time i.n the course of com-
putations . 
The main disadvantage of a method of solution of this type i.s the 
face that the accuracy of the numerical results can not be determined by analy-
tical means. Only by actually perfOrming creep experi.ments on shallow dome 
specimens can a comparison study of results be made. 
One way to check the accuracy of results a.t l.east partially would be 
to modify the computer program for the elastic case (t = 0) which was written 
for the sandwich shell (elasticity is concentrated in face sheets) such that 
it will inclucie the case of the shell which is homogeneously elasti.c throughout 
its thickness. Results obtained with the modified program may be compared with 
results of other investigations which have been concerned with the stresses and 
deflections in the elastic unbuckled state ::is well as the load intensi ti.es of 
the buckled states of shallow spherical shells. In these studi.es approximate 
solutions of the boundary value problem (E~s. 6) 7) and 8) have been obtained 
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by applying power series calculations [22]) perturbation methods [25J) linear-
izations [26]) and finite difference techniques [27]. In this way) at least 
the accuracy of the elastic framework can be tested. Lack of time and funds 
prevented the author from performing the modifications in the .c.omputer programs 
necessary to make this check. HOwever) the numerical results for the elastic 
case of the sandwich shell do compare favorably with the results obtained by 
Reiss and collaborators [22] [26] [27] for shells of similar size and loading. 
The above mentioned methods of analysis are all l.imi ted to spherical 
shells which are subjected to uniformly distributed external. pressures only. 
The analogous framework procedure on the other hand) enables us to study the 
nonlinear behavior of domes for which the external pressure .can have any ro-
tationally s:y:nmetrical distribution) which is decidedly an advantage. 
I~ ~cordance with the Tsien) von Karman theory for the buckling of 
hollow-sp~e~es (28J) investigators so far have assumed that the lowest buckling 
mode fo~ ela..s :ic domes is rotationall.y symmetrical about the main axis. AJ3 has 
been ir::"~~a.·~e:::. :.:: Section 10 of the report) the assumed buckling mode of the 
shallo\.; \..:.C::e- .::~::je2:.ed to creep at high temperatures is also symmetrical.. It 
should te ;.:::~:ec o~~, however) that in the case of creep buckling of shallow 
spherics..::. :!".t::"'~: ~'C.ch a deflection;- configurati.on may not be the lowest possible 
mode. Tr-~~ ;:;:;ss ~ tili ty could be investi.gated wi.th the aid of a framework ~which 
is able tc ~ea: .~~h the antisymmetrical mode of deformation. 
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TABLE 1 VALUES OF EXPONENT n AND CONSTANT A. IN 
CREEP LAW FROM TESTS BY DORN .AND TIETZ (9) 
FOR TEMPERATURE 90°F 212°F 300°F 400°F MATERIAlS 
n 3S-H12 216 115 34 12·3 
3S-H18 120 48 18·3 ll .. 7 
52S-H32 16.6 9·7 6.2 
52S-H38 38.7 13 6.0 5·2 
6lS-T6 ll2 90 3802 10 
24s-T3 30 14 8.5 
3S-H12 19,600 17,600 15,800 12,500 
3S-H18 28,200 24,,800 23,700 15,700 
52S-H32 ------ 43,000 38,000 22,000 
52S-'-H38 54,000 54,000 54,000 25,000 
6lS-T6 49,000 42,000 42,000 46,000 
24s-T3 ------ 81,000 100,000 71,000 
TABLE 2 VALUES OF STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS AT JOmrs FOR 
SHELL WITH A = 30°, H/R = .01, N = 8, and t = 0 
RT LT 'T 
° ° 
- cr e . crep. cre . crep. crep. w. P Jt. No. 
2ii£/R 
J 
2Eii/R 2Efi/R 2EHIR ...l 2EH/R 2H 
.2 0 -004103 -.04103· -.09268 -.09268 01782 
1 -.04103 - .. 05469 - .04103 -.12357 -.09268 01694 
2 -.05215 -.04304 -002942 -01139 - .09927 01549 
3 -.04916 - .04219 - .04273 -.1071 -.09027 01364 
4 -.04311 -003843 -.02210 -.10012 -.07567 .11320 
5 -.01964 - .01965 -.01962 -.09222 -.05667 .08522 
6 -.03501 .02718 -.01592 -.08337 - .. 03468 005366 
7 .13554 .11616 -.00977 -.07403 -.01335 .02250 
8 .2943 0 0 0 
.4 0 -.10020 -.10020 
- .1895 -0.1895 03964 
1 -.10020 - .13364 - •. 10020 - .2527 -0.1895 .. 3749 
2 -.11164 -.09520 - .07054 -.2337 -0.2053 .3389 
3 -.09365 -.08335 -005752 -.2201 -0.1859 .2940 
4 -.07387 -.06849 - .. 04969 -.2055 -0.1546 .2403 
5 -.02137 -.02527 - .04275 -.1890 -0.11471 01780 
6 .09173 .07241 -.03378 -01706 -0.06932 .11019 
'7 
.29217 .25052 -.02027 - .1513 -0.02620 .04529 I 
8 .6008 0 0 0 
Time 
in 
Hours 
0 
.18 
.45 
.66 
.72 
td (!) 
~ 
C) 
~ 
P=l 
~ g 
TABLE 3 VALUES OF STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS M JOmrS AS A 
FUNCTION OF TJME FOR ~HELL WITH P =.2 (PARABOLIC), 
AlE = .0118243 hrs. 1/ 3, n = 3, A = 30°, aiR = .01, AND N = 6 
I 
m LT T 0 0 
Jt. No. 
0-0 . 0-0 O"¢. O"Q. O"¢ • 
2EH7R 2EH7R 2EH7R 2EH7R 2EHIR 
0 -.04240 - .04240 -.08645 - .08645 
1 -.04240 -.05657 -.04240 -.11526 -.08645 
2 -.03604 -.03319 -.02892 -.10192 -.08192 
3 -.01217 -.01495 -.02180 -.09045 -.06176 
4 .03388 .02289 -.01556 -.07840 -.03622 
5 .09447 .07573 -.00854 -.06652 -.01307 
6 .18033 0 0 
0 
-.02675 -.02675 -.07767 -.07767 
1 -.02675 -.04687 -.04350 -.11028 -.08774 
2 -.00961 -.01736 -.02899 -.10321 -.09263 
3 .00657 -.00296 -.02669 -.09464 -.07322 
4 .03072 .01866, 
-.02351 -.08313 -.04282 
5 .06289 .04913 -.01270 -.07076 -.01512 
6 .12422 ~ 0 0 
-1 
-.08068 -.08068 0 -.02959 -.02959 
1 -.02959 ' .. ~05430 -.05181 -.11311 -.08898 
2 .00137 -.00733 -.~O35 -.10686 -.09750 
3 .02557 .01180 -.02262 -.0,9814 -.07633 
4 .04448 .02821 -.02864 -.08613 -.04409 
5 .06334 .04892 -.01591 -.07379 -.01829 
6 .10737 0 0 
0 
-.04296 -.04296 . -.08256 - .08256 
1 -.04296 
-.07722 -.07287 -.11118 -.08422 
2 .01l30 -.00336 -.02533 -.10899 -.10571 
3 .04808 .02667 -.02676 .... 10052 -.07934 
4 .06583 .04341 -.03501 -.08764 -.04258 
5 .07910 .06159 - .01721 -.07552 -.02099 
6 .11234 0 0 
0 
-.04876 -.04876 -.08141 -.08141 
1 -.04876 -.08911 -.08490 -.10926 -.08247 
2 .01308 
-.00355 -.02847 . - .10920 -.10913 
3 .05700 .03222 -.02961 -.10111 -.08088 
4 .07513 .05000 
-.03793 -.08804 - .04228 
5 .08671 .06736 
- •01972 -.07568 -.02008 
6 .11862 0 0 
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w. 
-.J. 2H 
.1766 
.1604 
.13239 
.09844 
.05984 
.02411 
0 
.2852 
.2750 
.2233 
.lG42 
.10308 
.04900 
0 
.4822 
.4710 
.3691 
.2608 
.15858 
.07489 
'0 
.7023 
.6859 
.5204 
.3537 
.20751 
.09486 
0 
.7873 
.7687 
.5779 
.3881 
.2250 
.1017 
0 
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TABLE 4 VALUES OF STRESSES AND DEFLEcTIONS AT JOmrS 
AS A FUNCTION OF TIME ~R SHELL WITH P = .4 (UNIFORM), 
AlE = .0118243 MS. 1/3, n = 3,11.= 30°, H/R = .01, and N = 6 
Time RI' LT T 0 0 
in Jt. No. O"'g • O"'Q • ~ 0"'0 O"'¢. w. Hours J 2EH7~ 2EH7R 2EH7R 2EHjR J 2EH7R 2H 
0 0 
-.07968 -.07968 -.1890 -.1890 .3876 
1 
-.07968 -.10628 -.07968 -.2519 -.1890 .3572 
2 
-.07754 -.06859 - .05516 -.2281 - .1924 .3053 
3 -.06177 - .05671 -.04402 -.2087 -.1602 .2430 
4 
.00139 -.00679 -.03532 -.1871 -.11165 .16619 
5 .l.7896 .14234 - .02251 -.1626 -.05188 .07817 
6 
.5331 0 0 0 
.0285 0 -_/_- -_/"_- .,rr .... "1ee"7 - t:.f"lt:..n - .U)0)l) 
- .U)0)l) -. -LOa ( - • .LUU( .vvV7 
1 
- .05695 -.09867 -.09108 -.2406 -.1943 .5852 
2 
-.02217 -.03383 -.05129 -.2300 - .2140 .4965 
3 
-.00779 - .01959 -.04900 -.2205 -.1967 .3985 
4 
.00165 -.01010 
-.05117 -.2057 -.15388 .2912 
5 .07772 .05720 -.03514 -.1826 -.07851 .1708 
6 
.31398 0 0 0 
.0641 0 
-.08339 -.08339 -.1721 -.1721 .9936 
1 
-.08339 - .14254 -.13044 -.2464 -.1976 .9619 
2 .01900 -.00667 -.04515 -.2419 -.2351 .7783 
3 .06120 .03416 -.03344 - .2332 -.2115 .5967 
4 
.05270 .03126 -.04388 - .2185 -.16692 .4264 
r: 
.08449 .06034 -.04833 -.1962 -.09619 .2531 ./ i 6 I .31398 0 0 0 
I .0926 r· -.23374 -.23374 -.1247 -.1247 1.8405 '".J 
1 I -.23374 -.37009 -.3214 -.1822 -.1485 1.7515 
2 ! .04260 -.02017 -.11430 -.2356 -.3157 1.3269 :> I .26662 .16945 -.07336 -.2452 - .2694 .9182 
4 I 
.2687 .1949 -.06353 -.2327 -.1887 .5981 
5 I .2347 .1806 -.06300 -.2088 -.1015 .336), 6 I .4045 0 0 0 
I 
.0973 c I -.35796 -.35796 - .03549 -.03549 2.3816 1 I -.35796 -.5324 -.4407 - .05317 -.04427 2.2453 2 
- .. 06364 
- .. 1097 - .. 1788 - .19129 -.39847 1.6954 
3 .36383 .2271 -.11480 -.2371 -.3515 1.1313 
lJ- .4486 .3298 -.08610 -.2336 - .2215 .6954 
rd 5 .4074 .3197 -.07479 - .2107 -.1076 .3707 Q) 
H 6 
.5460 0 0 0 ~ 
(.) 
:::s 
~ 
TABLE 5 VALUES OF STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS AT JOINTS 
AS A FUNCTION OF T~ FOR SHELL 'WrrH VARIABLE p, 
>../E = .0118243 hrs.1/ 3, n = 3,A= 300 , H/R = .01, and N = 6 
-
P RI' LT T ~ 0 and Jt. No. 0"9. ~. O"Q O"g. w. Time 
2EHJR 2EHJR 2EH7R 2EH7R 
J , 
-.:d.. 
in Hrs. 2EH7R 2H 
P = .2 0 -.03350 -.03350 -.09204 -.09204 .1757 
t = 0 1 - .03350 -.04466 -.03350 - .12272 -.09204 .lG29 
2 -.03985 ~.03345 -.02380 -.11100 -.09343 . 1417 
3 - .03612 -.03145 -.01973 -.10173 - .07857 .11496 
4 - • .00711 -.00918 -.01640 -.09143 -.05536 .08019 
5 .07991 .06342 -.01076 -.07955 -.02611 .03856 
6 .25952 0 0 0 
-
- .. 03741 p = .. 3 0 - .. 03741 - .. 1?40 - .. 1 ?40 ,,3421 
t = .065 1 -.03741 -.06056 -.05346 -.1762 -.1403 .J278 
2 -.02825 -.0339 -.04106 -.1678 -.1553 .2854 
3 - .. 03061 - .. 03209 - .. 03565 - .. 1594 - .. 1382 .. 2352 
4 -.01640 
-.01947 -.03018 -.1466 -.10178 .17354 
5 .06822 .05195 -.02125 -.1293 -.05154 .09885 
6 .29345 0 0 0 
-' 
.4 -.07187 -.07187 -.1738 -.1738 .8069 p = 0 
t = .145 1 =.07189 -.11365 -.09861 -.2466 -.1961 .779G 
2 -.00099 -.01705 -.04110 -.2372 -.2231 .6463 
3 .02351 .00787 -.03120 -.226e - .2009 .5093 
4 .02878 .01292 - .04256 - .2121 -.16066 .3C97 
5 .08745 .06318 - .04601 ' -.1903 - .09218 .2181 
6 .33427 0 0 0 
-
.4 - .2382 - .l2382 -.1679 -.1679 p = 0 1.2720 
t = .175 1 -.l2382 -.20135 -.17826 -.2400 - .1921 1.2248 
2 .04227 .00131 -.6007 - .2462 - .2555 .9639 
3 .12032 .07548 -.03663 -.2399 -.2241 .7154 
4 .1057 .07276 -.04248 - .2246 -.17109 .4998 
5 .1178 .08675 - .05303 - .2017 -.09874 .2929 
6 .3315 0 0 0 
-
.4 0 -.22614 p = -.22614 -.1369 -.1369 1.7846 
t = .. 188 1 -.22614 =0134535 = .. 29185 = .. 1897 =,,141'5 1,,6985 
2 .05610 -.01015 -.10949 -.2385 -.3117 1.2910 
3 .25415 .16276 -.0612.7 -.2459 -.2646 .9025 
.-. 4 I")),nr) , Qf"\Q f"\cQ!',t, r)?r)'" , Q(;? cn c? 
'G) ·c:.."T7C- • .J...vvv -.V.,JVIJ.. - • c...Jc. ( - • .J...vV.J • ,,)';i,,)..J 
:;j 5 .2198 .1685 -.06222 -.2087 -.1010 .3367 
CJ 6 .3948 0 0 0 ~ 
I=Q 
J 
JOINT 
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